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Terminology
V2G: Flow of power from Vehicle to Grid

Electric Drive Vehicle for V2G, one of:

Battery (e.g. 30 kWh Li-Ion)

Fuel Cell (e.g. 3 kg H2)

Plug-in Hybrid (e.g. 50 km local range on 
batteries, long distance on fuel)

Ancillary services: Short-term power needed 
to balance generation and load



Vehicle to Grid

Arrows indicate direction of power flow



How Much Power?
Australia UK USA

Electric 
Capacity (GW) 45 80 811

Light vehicles 
(106) 13 22 176

Vehicle GW 
(if electric drive 
@ 15 kW each)

195 330 2,640

... 4x more power in cars



Revolution in Battery 
Technology

Today’s automotive starter batteries: Lead-
acid

RAV4 EV (and Toyota Prius hybrid battery): 
Nickel Metal-hydride

New batteries based on Lithium, Li-ion or Li-
polymer:  5x lighter for same energy!  

These advances make possible large battery 
storage for vehicles.



Which atom would you schlep?



Which atom would you schlep?

Pb=207.2



Which atom would you schlep?

Pb=207.2
Ni=58.9



Which atom would you schlep?

Pb=207.2
Ni=58.9
Li=6.9



So, what can you do with 
these batteries?



 Electric-drive vehicles, 
from global car 

companies (OEMs) and 
smaller shops



Battery Vehicle:  Toyota RAV4 EV



Toyota Scion conversion by AC Propulsion

“We plan to manufacture safety-
certified electric vehicle conversions 
and sell them to retail and fleet 
customers. The conversions will be 
based on the Scion xA and xB, the 
new sport compact vehicles built by 
Toyota...

The base model will 
outperform the RAV4 EV and 
is expected to sell for about 
the same price. Currently in 
production at about 1/month.  
www.acpropulsion.com

http://www.acpropulsion.com
http://www.acpropulsion.com












Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle:  DaimlerChrysler Sprinter   



Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle:  DaimlerChrysler Sprinter (cont.)



Fuel Cell Vehicle:  Honda FCX



But... no OEMs currently offer 
inexpensive EDVs, and only smaller 

companies have V2G built in.

What markets could introduce V2G, 
and push down production cost for 

later use as wind backup?



Power markets

Baseload: Steady, round-the clock supply.  

Peak load: 2-5 hours per day, on extreme 
weather days (sold on “energy market”).  

Ancillary services, “regulation”, “operating 
reserves”, “contingency” etc.

Backup for wind/solar (not a separate 
market, but important re: policy).



Ancillary Service -- 
Regulation

Very fast response, short duration

Batteries can serve this market better 
(faster response) than current electric 
generators

About $10 - $15 B/year US market

Markets in most OECD countries



Available vehicle power

Pvehicle  available power from V2G (kW)
Es   stored energy (kWh)

dd   distance driven since fill up (km or mi)

drb  range buffer required by driver (km or mi)

nveh vehicle efficiency (km/kWh or mi/kWh)

ninv efficiency of DC to AC inverter (dimensionless)

tdisp time the energy is dispatched (hours)



Cost

cen  $/kWh to produce electricity (or £, € etc)
cpe    purchased energy cost ($/fuel unit)

nconv  conversion efficiency (kWh/fuel unit)

cd     cost of equipment degradation (wear) due to the

        extra use for V2G, in $/kWh of delivered electricity



Annual net revenue
(Net per car†, based on CA elec. markets)

AU$* £* $US

Battery/regulation 3350 1360 2554

FC/Contingency 286 116 218

FC/Peak 380 154 290

* Currency change from $US, 1/05.
† Net after all V2G costs; based on mass production vehicle cost.



Saturating high-value markets

Australia USA

Electric Capacity 
(GW) 45 811

V2G vehicles for 
A/S (103) 40 (0.3%)* 2640 (1.5%)

Annual revenue 
(106) AU$ 28* US$ 2600

* FCAS only, reactive power may be 2x more.



Conclusions on (current) 
markets

Opportunity for revenue to V2G battery or 
hybrid/battery vehicles

This revenue could help start the V2G 
industry

High-value FCAS markets saturated by 0.3% 
of fleet, 40,000 vehicles

What about wind backup?



Wind power

Cheap and abundant

Large fluctuations, uncorrelated with load, 
many zero hours

Conventional view:  Wind limited to 20% of 
generation mix

Our evidence:  With V2G and dispersed 
windfarms, >50%  can be  met at low cost



Solving the wind-stability problem

Interconnected arrays 600-1000 km distant 
yield normal, not Rayleigh, distribution, thus, 
less storage needed (Archer and Jacobson 
2003)

V2G at 5 - 40% of the fleet covers 
remaining gaps, yielding firm wind capacity 
(Kempton and Tomic, 2005)



Distributed & Connected Wind 
Sites Reduce Storage Need

Text

from: Archer and Jacobson, 2003



V2G meets remaining storage 
needs of wind

from: Kempton and Tomic, 2005 (preprint)



Incremental costs

Approx $500 on-board for 50 Amp @ 240, 
12 kW, 7 kWh spin, OR

Approx $500 on-board + $1500 home re-
wiring for 15 kW, and 7 kWh for spin

Power cost $500/12 kW = $42/kW

Storage cost $500/7 kWh = $71/kWh



Transition path

1. Build and test prototypes (done)

2. Strategically picked demonstration sites

3. First 3, then 10, then 300 vehicles, selling 
A/S regulation to PJM

4. OEMs commitment; production 100,000+ 
per year, LC cost parity with petrol

5. Replace large fractions (e.g. half) of ICE 
fleet and of fossil electric generation



Possible Policies



Example policies

Early: Subsidize demonstration projects

Create markets for ZEVs and/or V2G

Fleet of state or department specified to be 
V2G-capable



Example Policies (cont.)

Incentives for investment for in-country 
manufacturing

Local policies, e.g.: Parking in prime areas 
limited to, or  incentivised for, V2G.

Announce purchase incentives/requirements 
for V2G-capable vehicles

For wind, upgrade transmission between 
sites



Vision

One-half of electric energy from wind 

One-half vehicle fleet is electric drive: 
battery plus hybrid (less likely fuel cell)

Electricity supply is steady and highly 
reliable; vehicles without petrol

CO2-free electricity with CO2-free 
transportation: an unexpected and dramatic 
synergy


